movement vocabulary, to begin work in a radically new direction. One aspect of his transition was a shift from making dance on a group on dancers (hierarchical model) to making dance with a group of dancers (collaborative or devised model). Another aspect of the transition was signalled by Lemon's travel to Africa, Asia, and the American South, seeking "intercultural collaboration that would explicitly acknowledge race, culture, and religion" in an eff ort "to confront preconceptions of self " (170).
The first public step along this journey was an eveninglength work Lemon created in 1997 as resident artist with Yale Repertory Theatre. Katherine Profeta-trained as both dancer and actor, six years as a choreographer and founding member of Elevator Repair Service-was one of two student dramaturgs in the Yale School of Drama assigned to the project. So begins a dramaturgical relationship that continues through the quartet of collaboratively devised intercultural processes that serve as the background for Katherine Profeta's Dramaturgy in Motion .
Th is book is built from . . . my past eighteen years as a dance dramaturg with and for choreographer Ralph Lemon, and the other artists he assembled around the pieces that bear his name from 1997 to the present (2015, at this writing) . Th e material in this book should be understood as emerging, inevitably and purposefully, through the lens of that relationship, and through the lens of the specifi c projects-experimental, intercultural, interdisciplinary, and all presented within an American contemporary performance setting-I undertook with Ralph. (xii) Th e introduction to Dramaturgy in Motion provides a mostuseful beginner's overview of dramaturgical activity. Th e fi ve chapters that follow-"Text and Language," "Research," "Audience," "Movement," and "Interculturalism"-examine "potential registers of the dance dramaturg's engagement in the working process" (22). In each chapter, Profeta thoughtfully discusses the nuances of the topic and then locates those issues within rehearsal moments among Lemon, herself, and their collaborators. In fact, Profeta's writing attempts to mirror "the dramaturg's frequent travels from theory to practice and back again-until, in motion, the distinction blurs" (23).
Introduction
Although the discourse on dance dramaturgy has grown over the last two decades-particularly in Europe-Profeta notes that "in the United States our live discussions have not yet materialized into much published writing. . . . Th is is the gap into which this volume leaps" (xvi). Profeta begins by locating the dramaturg within competing defi nitions of dramaturgy and charting the dramaturg's history and shift from theatre into dance. She notes that "when theatre lost the primacy of the playscript, gained a fascination with the embodied performer . . . when [choreographers] invited their dancers to speak and use quotidian movements . . . the increased porosity between disciplines allowed the stealthy fi gure of the dramaturg to slip across the divide" (11).
Profeta readily acknowledges that dance does not require a dramaturg and underlines the increasing dispersal of dramaturgical activity among the assembled collaborators. She defends the benefi ts of what might seem a redundancy, fi nding it more interesting "to recognize all artistic production as micro-evolutions that thrive on the redundancies and fl exibility off ered by dramaturgical labor (sometimes to be off ered by a person brandishing the title dramaturg, sometimes by the 'dramaturgical')" (14). Profeta resists narrowly defi ning the dramaturg's role. "I contend that the role of the dramaturg, if it can be defi ned at all, can only be as a quality of motion, which oscillates, claiming an indeterminate zone between theory and practice, inside and outside, word and movement, question and answer" (xvii).
Text and Language
Profeta notes, "movement-based rehearsal rooms, even when dramaturg-free are not word-less locations" (25). Language is used both for anatomical description and to generate images. Choreographers may fear the dramaturg's words, "might prematurely fi x the questions being researched, or reduce the useful indeterminancy of movement" (26). But Profeta counters that fear by asserting the transformative power of "naming" to draw attention-the same way that words call attention to the rib cage-to something that was invisible until named such as an unnoticed assumption or an unexamined pattern.
Using critical rehearsal moments, Profeta discuses four provisional relationships between words and movement: words as evidence (of something else, of backstage behaviour, of production conditions), words as a fi eld for movement (information delivered to create a context), words moving and dancing (the playful power of language to redirect or misdirect), words creating a negative space (the counter-memorial, a fi eld defi ned indirectly or negatively). In a coda on narrative that concludes this chapter, Profeta suggests that the sequencing of actions invites interpretation: "creating a narrative that the spectator writes as well as reads, for it is the narrative of an encounter over time" (58). Drawing on discussions of embedded and emergent narratives, Profeta further contends: "While the watcher watches the dance, the dance constructs the watcher, through a narrative activity that enfolds them both" (59).
Research
Discussing this frequent entry point for the dramaturg, Profeta notes the virtues and the dangers of the casebook model of research. She speaks about the creative power of the fragment-"gesturing back toward an implied past or forward to what might yet be (69)"-to trigger activity for both art-makers and the audience. She contends that research is "a longer term creative process to be shared, in which the dramaturg is an active, perhaps even catalyzing participant, but not the sole responsible party" (70). Using examples from Lemon's work, Profeta also introduces the concept of the "active archive" for future research, "by our own group just one month into the future, or by some other artist or scholar in years to come" (80):
Th e collection of artifacts we build up over a working process . . . becomes a collection of ways we the collaborators might re-present ourselves, we might even say research ourselves. Th e point of the active archive is not to replicate past experiments, but to call forth and explore new acts of performance, new possibilities, within and from the bodies in the room. (87)
Audience
Having spent days of her life sitting in empty auditoriums doing her thinking from where an audience would sit, Profeta provides a "theoretical groundwork for the dramaturg's particular relationship with the audience, coupled with some current thinking on spectatorship" (90). On this subject, her most intriguing proposal is an addition to André Lepecki's image of audience members as invisible ghosts.
It seems to me that in the moment of spectatorship, the art-makers also become invisible ghosts to the audience. Th e spectator . . . conjures the ghosts of the artists, in order to muse on what performance choices might have been made and why. Th e spectator . . . compares this conjured ghost of the artists' meaning with the meaning she has constructed for herself . . . noticing how the two converge or diverge within her own imagination. (99) (100) Profeta acknowledges that the dramaturg "cannot not think about the audience" while constructing a performance, but she supplies provocative examples from inside and outside Lemon's rehearsal room when it was "certainly possible, and often quite useful, to defer or transmute this type of thinking" (100). Finally, Profeta celebrates Lemon and his performer-collaborators' generous act of invitation found in the "subtle but important distinction between performing-to-be-seen, which the dancers were avoiding, and inviting-to-be-seen, . . . which they embraced" (132).
Movement
Profeta suggests "anyone with a body already has all the basic equipment required to watch dance," if you are willing to "notice and validate the perceiving" (140). Dramaturgs working in movement, however, should attempt to increase the range and nuance of their perception by adding to their tool kit an awareness of anatomy, familiarity with movement analysis, and even a musician's vocabulary for rhythmic complexity. Most signifi cantly, Profeta avoids asking what movement means but instead asks how movement means. "I attempted to identify the structures-overtime to which a wide range of diff erent viewers would most likely attach their variable meanings. . . . By concentrating on the 'how' and not the 'what,' my observations and imaginings had a better shot at relevance" (149). ctr 167 summer 2016
Questions That Emerge in Dramaturgy in Motion | VIEWS AND REVIEWS Given that her work primarily existed within an evolving set of collaborators working on related projects, Profeta also describes de-skilling experiments as an "escape from the hallmarks of dramaturgical structure" (160) to hone "perceptions not toward what I would recognize, but toward that which I would not recognize" (162). She concludes "the most urgent aspect of the dramaturg's job-her own source of motion-is to continually deskill and reskill her own faculties of perception, and to avoid carrying forward the competencies gained by the previous project, or even the previous moment, as a prescriptive blueprint for the next" (166).
Interculturalism
Profeta draws our attention to an often overlooked fact that the "dramaturg and other collaborators come to the process with a mix of identities and cultural alignments . . . race, gender, class, ethnicity, politics, geographical location. . . . Th ese may be expressed in ways conscious and unconscious, visible and invisible, performed by subjects or imposed upon them" (168). While Profeta suggests that dramaturgs should ideally "claim a space of hybridity" and "imagine the self as multiple," she also contends that they must have the humility to recognize this is "one more important yet impossible task, and acknowledge the limits of understanding" (173). Beginning with Lemon's charged concept of hybridity, Profeta highlights critical thinkers who have helped her understand the stakes within intercultural performance collaborations-Rustom Bharucha, John Russell Brown, Dwight Conquergood, Jacqueline Lo, Helen Gilbert, Patrice Pavis-ending with a discussion of the utility and the limitations of "target audience" as a concept. She fi nds that translation serves as a useful metaphor for the process of intercultural collaboration because "the dramaturg must enable the audience to apprehend something strange to them" (186). Drawing on Ric Knowles, Profeta urges the dramaturg-as-translator to relinquish "the idea that her job is to make things legible for the target group, if legible means digestible within existing frames of reference. Instead, the dramaturg must enable the audience to apprehend something strange to them, and not entirely digestible" (188).
Th e chapter concludes with Profeta's thoughtful discussion of eight focal points-disclosure and consent, motives, time, advocacy, risk, intercorporeal work, process into product, and surprise. Her analysis provides an excellent ethical checklist to "maximize promise and minimize pitfalls" for anyone working within an intercultural process.
Dramaturgy in Motion admirably succeeds in meeting Profeta's primary goal "not to defi ne dramaturgy in dance and movement performance but to share what sorts of ideas and questions emerge when one engages in the activity of dance dramaturgy" (xvi). By refl ecting rigorously on "questions and ideas" as a freelance, project-based dramaturg over a sequence of collaborative intercultural projects, she provides an incredibly practical resource-one equally valuable for theatre dramaturgs and devisers, as for dance dramaturgs and choreographers.
Dramaturgy in Motion also furnishes, almost inadvertently, a resonant profi le of Ralph Lemon's journey with successive collaborators through four seminal works-Geography (1997), Tree (2000) , Come Home Charlie Patton (2004), and How Can You Stay in the House All Day and Not Go Anywhere? (2010) . As Profeta oscillates again and again between theory and practice-supported by over thirty illustrations and an appendix charting their development-we accumulate an intimate knowledge of all four of Lemon's works. Finally, Dramaturgy in Motion off ers us a rare window into the intimate relationship between choreographer Ralph Lemon and the dramaturg of whom he says: "Katherine Profeta, whose job it is to ask me questions about what it is I think I'm thinking and what it is I'm not" (15).
